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This paper presents an overview of the process for optimizing key electrical, mechanical,
and aerodynamical parameters of a multi-domain model of the Quanser AERO, a reconfig-
urable, benchtop, twin-rotor system using RaPId, an open-source, modular toolbox for model
validation and parameter estimation in MATLAB and Simulink. A particle swarm optimiza-
tion algorithm and a constrained nonlinear optimization algorithm are compared for their
efficacy in optimizing the afformentioned parameters of the AERO model in an effort to more
accurately simulate the behavior of the device.

I. Nomenclature

n = error
n0 = error tolerance
g4 = electrical torque
l = motor velocity
2< = mechanical torque constant
� = back EMF
�� = drag force
�) = thrust force
8< = current through DC motor
�A = moment of inertia of rotor
�B = moment of inertia of stator
�C = total moment of inertia of DC motor
:3 = drag coefficient
:C = thrust coefficient
!0 = armature inductance of motor
'0 = armature resistance of motor
+< = motor voltage
H = output

II. Introduction

Fig. 1 The Quanser AERO in a 1-degree-of-freedom configuration.
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Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are becoming increasingly ubiquitous in a variety of industrial, commercial, and
agricultural settings, and as such, there is a growing opportunity to further develop these systems efficiently and

effectively through modeling and simulation. To this end, representative and validated models of smaller yet similar
systems can serve as a scalable and illustrative use case in defining best practices in the multi-domain modeling of UAVs.
One such system is the Quanser AERO, a dual-rotor system pictured in Fig. 1. The AERO can be reconfigured for
several aerospace systems including a 1-degree-of-freedom (DoF) single-input, single-output (SISO) system, a 2-DoF
multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) system, and half-quadrotor simulations.

In this paper, key electrical, mechanical, and aerodynamical parameters of an object-oriented, multi-domain model
of the Quanser AERO in its 1-DoF SISO configuration are optimized using a particle swarm optimization (PSO)
algorithm and MATLAB’s 5 <8=2>= optimization algorithm. In optimizing these parameters, it is expected that the
model will behave more similarly to its physical counterpart than the pre-optimized model. As such, the optimized
model is then validated by comparing its output characteristics to those of the original model and the physical system.
This validated model can then be used in several different applications including controller design, simulation, and
further optimization.

A. Related Works
Several studies have been conducted regarding the parameter optimization of twin-rotor and quadrotor systems using

PSO algorithms. A dynamic spread factor PSO algorithm is compared with three other global PSO algorithms for their
efficacy in estimating the parameters of a hovering TRMS model in [1]. The paper determines that the dynamic spread
factor PSO algorithm achieved a lower mean standard error according to the objective function assigned than any of the
global PSO algorithms which displayed a tendency to become stuck in local minima. Ultimately, the results of the paper
illustrate the potential of using a PSO algorithm to obtain an accurate dynamic characterization of a TRMS.

A PSO algorithm is also utilized in [2] to identify unknown parameters of a kinematic state-space quadrotor model.
The model is separated into a translational subsystem and a rotational subsystem with a PSO algorithm identifying
parameters for each subsystem. The identified parameters are then compared to the true values of the parameters,
confirming that the PSO algorithm was able to identify parameters within a minimal margin of error.

While few papers have been written about the optimization of aerospace system parameters using the 5 <8=2>=
algorithm, [3] utilizes the algorithm for UAV path optimization. The study compares the performance of numerical
solvers such as 5 <8=2>= with a mixed-integer nonlinear program, finding 5 <8=2>= to perform about as effectively as
the mixed-integer nonlinear program while requiring fewer computational resources.

Throughout these studies, however, the modeling of electrical components and optimization of electrical parameters
have been largely absent. As these components and parameters are critical to the behavior of such systems, their
inclusion was of particular interest for this work.

III. Multi-Domain Modeling Approach
An object-oriented, multi-domain Modelica model of the Quanser AERO was developed in Dymola utilizing

components from the Modelica Drone Library [4, 5]. The Modelica modeling language allows for the implementation of
models with components from multiple engineering domains by defining equation-based interfaces between components
that conform to the principles and laws that govern those domains. The Quanser AERO contains electrical, mechanical,
and aerodynamical components that interface with each other as described by the conceptual block diagram shown in
Fig. 2.

The electrical components of the AERO include power electronics and the DC motors of the thruster assemblies.
The DC motors of the AERO are modeled according to Eqs. 1, 2, and 3. The motor voltage in Eq. 1 is a function
of voltage loss due to the armature resistance, armature inductance, and back EMF. The back EMF is a function of
a mechanical torque constant and the speed of the motor in Eq. 2. The electrical torque produced by the motor is
calculated using Eq. 3.

+< = '08< + !0
38<

3C
+ � (1)

� = 2<l (2)

g4 = �C
3l

3C
(3)
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of multi-domain Quanser AERO model.

The mechanical components of the AERO include the rotor and blades of the thruster assemblies as well as the
forces and torques produced by the thruster assemblies. The electrical torque produced by the motor is applied to the
rotor. The aerodynamical components of the AERO include the drag and thrust forces it is subject to. An aerodynamic
thrust is applied to the rotor block as determined by Eq. 4. A drag force is applied to the blades according to Eq. 5. The
thrust and drag coefficients are determined according to the surrounding fluid density, propeller cross sectional area,
radius of the propeller, and other constants.

�) = :Cl
2 (4)

�� = :3l
2 (5)

IV. Optimization Problem Formulation and Tools

A. RaPId Overview
Rapid Parameter Identification (RaPId) is an open-source, modular toolbox developed in MATLAB and Simulink for

automated model validation, calibration, and parameter estimation [6]. Its compatibility with Modelica models is made
possible by Functional Mock-up Units (FMU) compliant with the Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) standard∗[7].
When exported as a model exchange FMU, the FMU consists of a model compiled as C code that can be simulated as
one cohesive block in Simulink using the Simulink’s solver, as shown in Figure 4. While MATLAB and Simulink offer
native support for the import of FMUs, RaPId instead utilizes Modelon’s FMI Toolbox [8] to import, simulate, and
perform other computations using FMUs. Fig. 3 shows a Simulink model configured for use with the RaPId toolbox,
where the FMU of the Quanser AERO is labeled as �"*<4.

Using user-defined parameters from a Modelica model imported into Simulink as a FMU, the toolbox simulates and
calibrates the model through an iterative process. An optimal set of parameters is determined by minimizing the cost
function using the error between the simulation results and reference time-series data. Each point in the parameter
identification process in the RaPId toolbox as depicted in Figure 5 is defined as follows:

∗The FMI is a standard maintained as a Modelica Association Project that defines a container and an interface to exchange dynamic models
between tools through a single file.
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Fig. 3 Simulink model configured to use a Quanser AERO FMU with the RaPId toolbox.

Fig. 4 (1) Link between FMU and other tools for model exchange (2) Link between FMU and other tools for
co-simulation

1) A reference measurement in the form of time-series data is provided to the toolbox.
2) Through a GUI or a MATLAB script, the RaPId container specifies the methods for parameter

identification to be used, the optimization method and its parameters, the numerical solver, and
other variables to simulate the FMU in Simulink. Optimization algorithms can be selected from
those developed for RaPId, methods provided by MathWorks, or other third-party tools. It is also
possible to combine optimization methods. For example, RaPId can find a global solution with a
PSO before switching to a gradient-based method to refine the solution with minimal computational
effort

3) An FMU block containing the Modelica model using model exchange in Simulink [9]. When
using FMUs exported with the model exchange (ME) feature, any Simulink solver can be used.

4) Error is determined by comparing the reference measurement to the simulation results.
5) RaPId uses the error to determine new parameters using the specified optimization method.

Fig. 5 The RaPId parameter identification process.

B. Optimization Problem
An overview of the optimization routine for RaPId is given in Algorithm 1. Regardless of the selected optimization

algorithm, vector ?0 contains the initial values for the parameters of interest as specified by the vector parameterNames.
The vectors of upper and lower parameter boundaries, ?<0G and ?<8= respectively, have been determined based on
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the error tolerance of the physical components associated with the parameters of interest. The measurement data in
experimentData is comprised of time vectors and measurement vectors for the inputs to and outputs from the FMU.
While the RaPId toolbox includes numerous optimization algorithms to select from, this work focuses on comparing the
efficacy of a PSO algorithm and a constrained nonlinear optimization algorithm in the optimization of several electrical,
mechanical, and aerodynamical parameters of interest for a Quanser AERO model.

Algorithm 1 Parameter estimation using RaPId
Define simulation experiment:
?8 = 8Cℎ vector of values for all parameters to be calibrated
?<8= = vector of lower limit of all parameters calibrated
?<0G = vector of upper limit of all parameters calibrated
experimentSettings = path to Simulink model, FMU, integration method, and other simulation settings.
experimentData = path to vectors of reference measurement data and input signal data
2>BC_ 5 D=2C8>= = integer to select cost function to calculate error
n0 = error tolerance
optimizationAlgorithm = string to select optimization algorithm
Define FMU parameters, inputs, and outputs:
parameterNames = vector of names of the parameters of interest to be updated in FMU
fmuInputNames = vector of names of inputs to FMU (from measurements)
fmuOutputNames = vector of names of outputs from the FMU (to compare with measurements)
Run parameter estimation with RaPId:
1) Find a solution using the selected optimization algorithm with initial parameters ?8 .
2) Compute the error, n , by using the cost function defined during initialization to compare the simulation results to

the reference measurement data.
3) If n is below n0 or the user-defined maximum number of iterations have been achieved, then the parameter set

obtained is considered to be the solution. If not, the parameter vector ?8+1 is then used as the input for the next
iteration of the experiment.

1. Particle Swarm Optimization
PSO is a population-based algorithm in which a collection of candidate solutions, or particles, are pseudo-randomly

placed in a parameter space according to the bounds specified by ?<8= and ?<0G . With every iteration of the optimization
routine, the cost function for each particle is evaluated, determining the new velocity of each particle to the next step.
The fitness of the model for the specified parameters is then calculated as the sum of the Frobenius norm of the error, n
at each time step, as described by the cost function in Eq. 6. The goal of the PSO algorithm is to find a solution that
is the global minimum, however this is not necessarily a guaranteed outcome. The closer the fitness of a model is to
zero, the closer the output of that model fits the measured output it is being compared with. The optimization process
terminates if the fitness as determined by this cost function is less than the value defined in experimentSettings or if
the maximum number of iterations defined in experimentSettings is reached.

5 (G) = Σ<8=1Σ
=
9=1 (n8 9 ∗ n8 9 ) (6)

2. Constrained Nonlinear Optimization
fmincon is a constrained nonlinear optimization algorithm included in MathWorks’ Optimization Toolbox [10] that

finds the minimum of a problem specified by Eq. 7.

min
G
5 (G) such that

{
?<8= ≤ G ≤ ?<0G

}
. (7)

The error, n , is defined as the absolute difference between the measured output and the simulated output calculated
at each time step according to Eq. 8. If n exceeds the error tolerance as defined in experimentSettings, then the
resulting parameter vector is used as the initial parameter vector for the next iteration. As before, the fitness of the model
for the specified parameters is then calculated as the sum of the Frobenius norm of n at each time step, as described by
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the cost function in Eq. 6 with the optimization process terminating when the fitness is less than the user-defined value
or if the maximum number of iterations is reached.

n =

[
HB8<D;0C43>DC − HA4 5 4A4=24>DC

])
(8)

Approximate values for several parameters of the AERO can be obtained from documentation provided by Quanser
[11], therefore it is not necessary to find a global solution. As such, the fmincon algorithm is expected to obtain
adequate results faster than the PSO algorithm while using fewer computational resources.

V. Results
The results of three tests optimizing the parameters associated with the armature inductance and resistance, rotor

and stator inertia, and drag and thrust coefficients of the Quanser can be seen in Table 1. For all three tests, the input
signal provided a constant 24V for 20 seconds before stepping down to 0V for an additional 20 seconds. The electrical
parameters were optimized using the current through the motor of the AERO as the measured output data. Similarly,
the mechanical parameters were optimized using the mechanical speed of the AERO motors, and the aerodynamical
parameters were optimized using the pitch angle of the AERO body. The parameters values for the original multi-domain
model were obtained from documentation provided by Quanser [11]. It can be observed from Table 1 that while the
original, unoptimized multi-domain model’s fitness value of 29.3903 indicates a closer fit to the measured data than
the transfer function model’s fitness value of 42.7060, the fmincon optimized model represents the closest fit to the
measured output data of all models with a fitness value of 0.2280. In comparing the fitness values of the two PSO
optimized models, it may be inferred that the electrical parameters were poorly optimized by the PSO algorithm, as
by replacing the values of the electrical parameters with the unoptimized values, the fitness of the model noticeably
improves, slightly outperforming the unoptimized multi-domain model. Note that the transfer function model provided
by Quanser does not explicitly consider several parameters, significantly affecting the model’s fitness compared to the
reference output.

A plot of the measured output of the AERO, the unoptimized multi-domain model, the PSO and fmincon optimized
models, and the transfer function model provided by Quanser is presented in Figure 6. From this plot, it can qualitatively
be observed that the pitch angle output of the fmincon optimized model tracks the measured output data more closely
than any of the other models. Additionally, in comparing both PSO optimized models, the improvement in fitness after
replacing the electrical parameter values with their unoptimized values can qualitatively be observed.

VI. Conclusion
This paper presents an overview of the automated optimization process for specified parameters of a multi-domain

model of the Quanser AERO using RaPId. As approximate parameter values for the AERO were available in the
documentation provided by Quanser, finding a global solution was unnecessary. As such, the constrained nonlinear
optimization algorithm, fmincon, was able to find a more adequate local solution in less time than the PSO algorithm.

Future work with the Quanser AERO will expand the modelling of its power source and motors to improve its
adequacy and support the further optimization of its electrical and mechanical parameters.
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Appendix

Table 1 Comparison of model parameters and their fitness.

Source Parameter Value Units Description Fitness

Unoptimized
Multi-Domain

Model

'0 8.4 Ω Armature resistance of motor

29.3903
!0 0.00116 H Armature inductance of motor
�A 4e-6 :6 · <2 Moment of inertia of DC motor rotor
�B 4e-6 :6 · <2 Moment of inertia of DC motor stator
:3 -1e-5 # · B/A03 Aerodynamic drag coefficient
:C 0.00045 # · B/A03 Aerodynamic thrust coefficient

PSO
Optimized

Multi-Domain
Model 1

'0 0.187 Ω Armature resistance of motor

498.7173
!0 0.0487 H Armature inductance of motor
�B 0 :6 · <2 Moment of inertia of DC motor stator
�A 84.2 :6 · <2 Moment of inertia of DC motor rotor
:3 -0.587 # · B/A03 Aerodynamic drag coefficient
:C 0.000689 # · B/A03 Aerodynamic thrust coefficient

PSO
Optimized

Multi-Domain
Model 1

'0 8.4 Ω Armature resistance of motor

28.2230
!0 0.00116 H Armature inductance of motor
�B 0 :6 · <2 Moment of inertia of DC motor stator
�A 84.2 :6 · <2 Moment of inertia of DC motor rotor
:3 -0.587 # · B/A03 Aerodynamic drag coefficient
:C 0.000689 # · B/A03 Aerodynamic thrust coefficient

fmincon
Optimized

Multi-Domain
Model

'0 8.4 Ω Armature resistance of motor

0.2280
!0 0.00116 H Armature inductance of motor
�A 3.45e-11 :6 · <2 Moment of inertia of DC motor rotor
�B 0.000174 :6 · <2 Moment of inertia of DC motor stator
:3 -1e-5 # · B/A03 Aerodynamic drag coefficient
:C 0.0004 # · B/A03 Aerodynamic thrust coefficient

Transfer
Function
Model

'0 8.4 Ω Armature resistance of motor
42.7060:3 -1e-5 # · B/A03 Aerodynamic drag coefficient

:C 0.00045 # · B/A03 Aerodynamic thrust coefficient
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Fig. 6 Pitch angle over time of Quanser AERO and its models.
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